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Classifier in Blood Vessel Detection of Retinal Images
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Abstract: The development of a current scenario for grading of diabetic retinopathy depends on reliable
detection of retinal lesions in fundus images. In this paper, a new approach for automatic detection of both
microaneurysms and hemorrhages in color fundus images is described and validated. Modules are: Image
acquisition, Preprocessing, segmentation, Feature Extraction and Classification. The main contribution is a new
set of shape features are used. These features represent the evolution of the shape during image flooding and
allow to discriminate between lesions and blood vessel segments. The method is validated per-lesion and per-
image using ten databases, six of which are publicly available. It proves to be strong with respect to variability
in image resolution, quality and acquisition system. On the Messidor database, when detecting images with
diabetic retinopathy gets accurate results. Performance can be evaluated based on Random Forest (RF) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) the proposed method achieves ROC of 0.927.
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INTRODUCTION identification of the severity level, through DR grading,

Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is a complication of treatment centers.
diabetes that can lead to impairment of vision and even Our research focuses on the development of an
blindness. It is the most common cause of blindness in automatic telemedicine system for computer-aided
the working-age population. One out of three diabetic screening and grading of DR. Since computer analysis
person presents signs of DR and one out of ten suffers cannot replace the clinical things, the system aims at
from its most severe and vision-threatening forms. DR can identify fundus images with suspected lesions and at
be managed using avail-able treatments, which are sorting them by severity. Then, the annotated images are
effective if diagnosed early. Since DR is asymptomatic sent to a human expert for review, starting with the
until late in the disease process, regular eye fundus suspected most severe cases. Such an automatic system
examination is necessary to monitor any changes in the can help to reduce the specialist's burden and examination
retina. time, with the additional advantages of objectivity and

With the increasing prevalence of diabetes and the reproducibility. Moreover, it can help to rapidly identify
aging population, it is expected that, in 2025, 333 millions the most severe cases and to focus clinical resources on
diabetic patients worldwide will require  retinal the cases that need more urgent and specific attention. A
examination  each  year. Considering the limited number selection and grade system relies on the automatic
of ophthalmologists, there is an urgent need for detection of lesions. Fundus images with DR exhibit red
automation in the screening process  in  order  to  cover lesions, such as microaneurysms (MA) and hemorrhages
the large diabetic population while reducing the clinical (HE) and bright lesions, such as exudates and cotton-
burden on retina specialists.  Automation  can be wool spots. In this paper, we will focus only on MA and
achieved at two levels: first, in detecting cases with DR HE which are among the very first manifestations of
and, second, in grading these cases. Indeed, the Diabetic Retinopathy.

allows more appropriate and consistent referral to
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Baudoin et al.[1] proposed a computerized method macular edema (DME), an advanced complication of DR,
for the detection of microaneurysms in fluorescein with studies suggesting DME may affect up to 7 % of
angiograms is proposed, using the concepts of people with diabetes. The risk factors for DME are largely
mathematical morphology. The microaneurysms which are similar to DR, but dyslipidemia appears to play a more
almost circular particles, are extracted from the image by significant role. Early detection of DR and DME through
performing different "top-hat transformations". Some screening programs and appropriate referral for therapy is
particles, however, may then be detected inside the important to preserve vision in individuals with diabetes.
nonhomogeneous vessels and it is necessary to be able understand the potential role of other risk factors such as
to extract the vasculary net. a polipoproteins and genetic predisposition to shape

Cheung et al.[2] proposed a new approach to detect public health programs.
Microaneurysms in retina images. Microaneurysms are Dingand and Wong [5] proposed With increasing
the most frequent and usually the first lesions to appear global  prevalence  of  diabetes,  diabetic  retinopathy
as a consequence of diabetic retinopathy. So, their (DR) is set to be the principle cause of vision impairment
detection is necessary for both screening the pathology in many countries. DR affects a third of people with
and follow up (progression measurement). Automating diabetes and the predominance  increase  with  duration
this task, which is currently performed manually, would of  diabetes,  hyperglycemia   and   hypertension-the
bring more objectivity and reproducibility.. Depending on major  risk  factors  for  the  onset  and  progression of
the imaging modality, microaneurysms were detected with DR. There are now increasing data on the  epidemiology
a sensitivity of respectively 89.62%. of diabetic macular edema (DME), an advanced

Cree et al. [3] projected a fully automated  digital complication of DR, with studies suggesting DME may
image processing system, which provides an objective affect up to 7 %.
and repeatable way to quantify microaneurysms in Spencer et al. [6] proposed Fluorescein angiograms
digitised fluorescein angiograms, has been developed. from diabetics were digitised for analysis using digital
The automated computer processing includes registration image-processing techniques. Computer algorithms were
of same-eye retinal images for serial studies, cutting of written to detect and count microaneurysms present in the
regions-of-interest centred on the fovea, the detection of images. The accuracy, speed and reproducibility of the
microaneurysms and the comparison of serial images for technique were assessed and compared with those of
microaneurysm turnover. The microaneurysm detector manual counts made by clinicians from both digitised and
was trained against a database of 68 images of patients analogue images. Free-response ROC (receiver operating
with diabetes containing 394 true microaneurysms, as characteristic) curves were used to assess the
identified by an ophthalmologist. The microaneurysm performance of both the clinicians and the computer by
detector achieved 82% sensitivity with 2.0 false-positives comparing the results with “gold standards” compiled
per image. An independent test set, comprising 20 images from prints of the original fluorescein angiograms. The
has 245 true microaneurysms, was used to compare the computer performed as well as the clinicians when the
microaneurysm detector with clinicians. The latter were analysing the digitised images (512 × 512 pixel
microaneurysm detector achieved a sensitivity of 82% for resolution), but only when one image was acquired at 4
5.7 false-positives per image, whereas the clinician times this resolution did the computer's performance
receiver-operator-characteristic (ROC) curve gives 3.2 match that of the clinicians analysing the analogue image.
false-positives per image at a sensitivity of 82%. It is The automated technique was more reproducible than the
concluded that the computer system can reliable to detect manual method.
microaneurysms. The advantages of the computer system Ramya et al. [7] proposed a novel method for
include objectivity, repeatability, speed and full automatic detection of both microaneurysms and
automation. hemorrhages in color fundus images is described and

Dingand and Wong [4] proposed a method With validated. The main contribution is a new set of shape
increasing global prevalence of diabetes, diabetic features, called Dynamic Shape Features, that do not
retinopathy (DR) is set to be the principle cause of vision require precise segmentation of the regions to be
impairment in many countries. DR affects a third of people classified. These features represent the evolution of the
with diabetes and the prevalence increases with duration shape during image flooding and allow to discriminate
of diabetes, hyperglycemia and hypertension-the major between lesions and vessel segments. On the
risk factors for the onset and progression of DR. There are Retinopathy Online Challenge's database, the method
now increasing data on the epidemiology of diabetic achieves a FROC score of 0.420 which ranks it fourth.
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Fig. 1: Test Image

Fig. 2: Preprocessing Images

Image Acuisition: Images are acquired from Gallery.
Retinal part of eye image is taken from messidor data base.
Figure 1 test Image is taken (Retinal image).

Pre-processing: The objective of the preprocessing
phase is to apply possible image enhancement techniques
to obtain the required visual quality of the images. Image
enhancement techniques: 1. Grayscale Image 2. Denoised
image 3. Contrast Enhancement Image. 1. Grayscale Image:
The ultrasound image is in RGB type which is an additive
color of red, green and blue. This image is converted into
gray scale image for further processing. 2. Denoised Fig. 3(a), (b): Holes filled, Final segmented image
image: A median filter does a very good job to reduce the
noise in image. 3. Contrast Enhancement Image: That Thresholding Method: Thresholding makes  it  possible
makes the image features stand out more clearly by to highlight pixels in an image. Thresholding can be
making optimal use of the colors available on the display applied to gray scale images or color images. In this
or output device. Figure 2 tells the preprocessing phase discussion gray scale images are used. In Thresholding a
it has grayscale image, denoised image and contrast pixel intensity value is adjusted, by taking the  given
enhancement image( Pre-processing images). value as reference the low intensity pixels will become

Segmentation: It has two methods: 1.Morphological Thresholding is a binary image containing black and white
Operation  2.   Thresholding  Method.  Morphology  is a pixels. Figure 3 (a) & (b) : shows holes filled image and
technique for  extracting  the  information  from  an  image final segmented image.
which is representation and description of region shape.
In our paper morphological operations are used in post Shape Features: Basically, shape-based image recovery
processing mainly as a filter. Its fundamental operations consists of measure the resemblance between shapes
are Boundary pixels and low frequency pixels are represented by their features. Some simple geometric
eliminated from image. Then difference image was features can be used to describe shapes. Generally, the
generated. Erosion: it shrinks objects in the binary image. simple features are used to separate shapes which are
Dilation: grows or thickens the objects in binary image 2. taken as filters to  eliminate  false  hits  or  combined  with

zero and rest of the pixels will become 1. The result of the
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Fig. 4: Output of various Shape features

Fig. 5: Classification Result

other shape descriptors to discriminate shapes. They are Forests. The Random Forests formula is one in every of
not  suitable   to   be   stand   alone   shape   descriptors. the simplest among classification algorithms able to
A shape can be described by different aspects. These classify giant amounts of information with accuracy.
shape parameters are Center of gravity, Axis of least Random Forests are associate degree ensemble learning
inertia, Digital bending energy, Eccentricity, Circularity technique for classification associate degreed regression
ratio, Elliptic variance, Rectangularity, Convexity, Solidity, that construct variety of call tree sat coaching time and
Euler number, Profiles, Hole area ratio, Area, Length, outputting the category that's the mode of the categories
Perimeter.  In our paper area, Eccentricity, Solidity, output by individual trees.
Length, Perimeter are taken as shape features. We
attained better results using these shape features  which Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine (SVM)
is  shown  in Fig. 4. is a supervised machine learning technique that can be

Classification: The classification process is done over In this work it is used as a classifier. Each data item as a
the segmented images. The main novelty here is the point in n-dimensional space with the value of each
adoption of Random Forest (RF). RF classifier is applied feature being the value of a particular coordinate. Then,
over the segmented images and the classification is done. we perform classification by finding the hyper-plane
Figure 5 shows the classification result with execution that differentiate the two classes very well. Support
time 139.611 sec. Vectors are simply the co-ordinates of individual

Random Forest: One of the foremost common ways or best segregates the two classes. Figure 6 shows
frameworks utilized by knowledge scientists at the ‘rose performance evaluation using Random forest and SVM
knowledge  science   skilled   follow   cluster’  is  Random algorithm.

used for both degeneration and classification challenges.

observation. Support Vector Machine is a frontier which
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Fig. 6: Performance Evaluation using RF & SVM

CONCLUSION 3. Cree,  M.,   J.   Olson,   K.  McHardy,  P.  Sharp  and

The blood vessel in retina is being detected by using micro  aneurysm   digital    detection   system,  Eye,
MATLAB software and it is classified based on the 11: 622-628.
amount of lesions that is present in the retina. A novel red 4. Dingand, J. and T.Y. Wong, 2012. Current
lesion recognition method based on a new set of shape epidemiology of diabetic retinopathy and diabetic
features was presented and evaluated. The results macular edema,? Curr. Diabetes Rep., 12(4): 346-54. 
demonstrate the strong performance of the proposed 5. Dingand, J., and T.Y. Wong, 2016. Automatic Red
method to detect lesions in fundus images of different lesion detection of Diabetic retinopathy, International
resolution and feature from various acquisition systems. Journal of Emerging Technology in Computer
Shape Features have proved to be strong features, highly Science & Electronics (IJETCSE) ISSN: 0976-1353
capable of discriminating between lesions and blood Volume 23 Issue 9 - DECEMBER 2016.
vessel segments. Future work focusing on clear lesion to 6. Spencer,   T.R.,    R.P. Phillips,    P.F.    Sharp   and
complete the proposed system and allow automatic retinal J.V. Forrester, 1992. Auto-mated detection and
images grading. Thus the result is being classified based quantification of micro aneurysm in fluorescein
on the random forest classifier and SVM. Performance can angiograms,? Graefes Archives for Clinical and
be evaluated based on these two classifier which achieves Experimental Ophthalmology, 230: 36-41.
better results. 7. Ramya, V., S. Prakash, R. Rajmohan, P. Mohanraj and
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